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Branding Change
Lexis Advance Pacific is changing to “Lexis Advance” on the AU homepage, navigation bar and
product menu.
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Practical Guidance Breadcrumb Trail Updated
The Practice Area module name added to the start of the Breadcrumb Trail.
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LawNow Plus/LexCite – Search Within
In August 2019, we added a new search field to CaseBase tables which helps users cut
through the volume of full text cases to short-list judgments relevant to their research.
When the user enters a search term, the contents of the table will be filtered to show only
the cases that contain the user’s term in either the full text judgment or the CaseBase
document relating to the judgment.
In the October release, this feature will be added to the cases table in LawNow Plus
Legislation Citator and LexCite documents.
Original total of cases (1148)

New search field

User’s search term

New total of cases, after
search term applied (53)
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Search Results: ‘Does not contain’ & ‘Include all terms’
If search results are returned which do not contain one of the user’s terms, the missing
term is indicated via strike through and the user is given the option to re-run the search
including all terms as mandatory elements in the query.

Note: the system adds 'and' in lower case connector to terms, and re-runs the term.
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Search: ‘Did You Mean’ (DYM) enhancement
The suggested search term will appear as a link so the user can quickly re-run the search.

The feature is designed to address unambiguous misspellings. Context is not a factor so:
• a correct spelling which is incorrect in context with other terms will not trigger a DYM; and
• an ambiguously misspelled word may trigger an ‘incorrect’ DYM (eg ‘sexual contrct’ => ‘sexual contract’).
Scope for the feature:
• Capitalised words are excluded to help prevent false positives for case names/ parties.

• Other punctuation-based exclusions include: quoted terms, terms containing a dash/ hyphen, part of a query
ending with a period (.), words containing wildcards (!)/(*).
• UK/AU spellings are suggested. Correct US spellings are not treated as incorrect and should not trigger a DYM.
• If a word is too badly spelled it will not trigger a DYM.
• Single word coverage is limited.
• Non-English language coverage is limited (ie. Latin or French legal phrases): ‘terra nullius’ won’t trigger a DYM
but searching ‘terra nullyus’ triggers ‘DYM terra nucleus’.
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UK Cases: Court and Judgment Date added to Search Results View
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Halsbury's Laws of England – Breadcrumb Trails
A Breadcrumb Trail has been added to the Document View to enable the user to quickly
identify the location and context of documents within Halsbury’s Laws of England.
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Improved Chat Accessibility
Live Chat accessible via the Navigation Bar
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User Experience Survey
A user experience survey will appear as a footer on Lexis Advance from the 11 th of October.
The data collected is anonymised and used to test our assumption about what constitutes a
successful research session so we can create metrics are research success within Lexis
Advance.
•
•
•
•
•

From October the survey will appear for 10% of research sessions and over the next three months will be rolled out to
appear for every user within a 90 day period.
The survey appears after 3 meaningful interactions per session regardless of length of time (eg. Search, document access)
If the user hits Dismiss the survey disappears for 90 days
If the user hits Snooze, the survey disappears for 2 minutes
In the interest of collecting comprehensive data, there is no opt-out mechanism.

•

The user is invited to rate their session Successful/Unsuccessful, and express how easy it was to complete their task
by selecting the relevant description/emoji. When the user clicks “send feedback” the user has the option to enter text
or send the survey as is.

•
•
•
•

There is a 1000 character limit for the optional text.
For the survey to be received by LexisNexis, the user must click ‘Send Survey’ on the comments view.
Once sent, the survey won’t reappear for 90 days.
The data collected will enable LexisNexis to identify and prioritise usability and search opportunities.
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For queries relating to this release notification, please
contact your LexisNexis Relationship Manager or your
Client Experience & Learning Consultant.

